
+87% Add-to-cart Rate
Videos for Kidsroom.de

“Efficiency is key. The 
solution from DemoUp 
only required a small 
change for us but had a 
huge impact”

Andreas P. Hirsch,
Kidsroom.de

Executive Summary

Kidsroom.de is a large online retailer for children's
accessories offering a highly diverse product range to
an international audience.

Kidsroom chose DemoUp to roll-out video content
for thousands of products in multiple languages.
Within a week videos were available for all of
Kidsrooms customers .

• Visitors who watch videos purchased 87% more
often

• Over 13% of visitors watch product videos

• More than 5,200 videos in multiple languages

• Worldwide video delivery on all end devices



The Challenges

With limited video resources prior to DemoUp‘s
involvement, introducing a full video setup would
require manually collecting, embedding and updating
thousands of videos which turned out to be time and
resource consuming.

In addition, Kidsroom.de is an international retailer so
there were a few languages and cultural barriers to
deal with.

How DemoUp Could Help 

Kidsroom plugged into DemoUp‘s video database and
within days all product pages were matched against
corresponding product videos.

After one week, over 4,000 brand videos were live and
active on the shops website. For the car seat and
stroller category alone, DemoUp collected another
1,000 videos from specialized brands.

The language of the videos shown is adjusted
automatically to the viewers language browser setting
therefore Kidsrooms international audience is
effectively reached well.

In order to measure success rates, a conversion
tracker was installed. Apart from pasting the
integration code into the product page template, there
was no work for the e-commerce store to do.

Results, Performance and Future Plans

Most importantly for the online merchant: the add-to-
cart conversion rate, for visitors who have watched a
product video, increased by 87.4%.

13,1% of Kidsrooms visitors watch product videos. An
attention span of 79.6% (In comparison the figure for
YouTube videos lies at around 55%) shows that these
videos are almost always viewed until the end.

+87.4%
Add-to-cart conversion rate change 

for visitors who view videos

„DemoUp continues to add 
new brands and videos to 
their database at an 
impressive speed“
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As of today there are 5,200 videos live. In the future
there will be a further growth in the number of videos
through more brands joining the DemoUp video
platform.

While the number of videos and views increases, there
isn‘t any work required for Kidsroom‘s staff. Once
installed the DemoUp solution runs fully automated
keeping all videos up-to-date as well as constantly
adding new ones.

Get started 
We are happy to show you a live demonstration of 
DemoUp for your online shop.

Contact us:
contact@demoup.com
+44 203 808 3069 (UK)
+1 647 846 8076 (US and Canada)


